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§ 1. Introduction.
It is well known that in many binary alloys the atoms are
arranged in an ordered manner at low temperatures, whereas at
high temperatures the two sets of atoms are distributed at random
over the lattice. As the temperature is raised the transition from
the ordered to the disordered state manifests itself in many ways.
The specific heat and the electrical resistance, for exemple, behave
anomalousely. The first method of approximating to the partition
function of an alloy, and hence of obtaining its properties, was
given by Bragg and Williams.*) This theory on order-disorder
transformation was based upon the consideration of the ordering
as a co-operative phenomenon characteristic for large assemblies
of atoms, i. e. the long distance order. Bethe,**) on the other
hand, has developed the statistical theory based on the local
order, taking into account the only mutual interactions between
the neighbouring atoms. It is difficult to apply his statistical
problem here and furthermore, the physical properties now under
consideration, such as electrical conductivity, should mainly depend
on the order at long distances, showing a rapid change below the
transition temperature. Hence, for the present purpose, we have
adopted the theoretical results of the Bragg and Williams' sta
tistics on superlattice.
The present paper is almost entirely concerned with the
binary alloy Cu8Au. The .X-ray analysis shows that this alloy
has a face-centred cubic structure? like pure gold or copper, and
that, in the superlattice state, the gold atoms occupy the corner
*) Proc. Roy. Soc. A vol. 145, (1934), p. 669; A vol. 151, (1935), p . 540.
**) Proc. Roy. Soc. A vol. 150, (1935), p . 552.
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positions of the elementary cells, while the copper atoms occupy
the remaining positions of the' face-centred cube, as shown in
Fig. 1. This crystal structure remains unchanged during the orderdisorder transformation.
Let N be the total number of atoms in the crystal and FAN
(FA = i) the number of gold atoms (Au) to be distributed among
these N lattice points. The number of copper atoms (Cu) is therefore
( 1 — F A ) N = FBN (FB—%).
For complete disorder the probaCuAu

CujAu

Fig. 1.

bility of any one of the N positions being occupied by a gold atom
is FA and that by a copper atom is 1 — FA = FB- In the perfect
ordered alloy on the other hand, both the Au and the Cu atoms
form their own superlattices, the two lattices interpenetrating
with each other. Let the number of lattice points in the gold
superlattice be FAN (<X — sites), then the number in the copper
superlattice is (1 — FA)N (/9-sites).
When the perfectly ordered arrangement is disturbed, some
of the gold atoms will move into /?-sites, displacing an equal number
of copper atoms, which move into #-sites. We describe such si
tuations by stating the fraction of #-sites still occupied by „right"
atoms; let this fraction be r«. Then the degree of superlattice order
(Bragg-Williams long distance order) 0 may be written
r« — Fл
ra — Fл
(1)
1—FЛ
ғв '
We see that Bragg-Williams' order parameter is so defined that it
is unity for perfect order and zero for random state.
In an equilibrium state defined by 0 let V be the energy
which is neccessary for the interchange of two neighbouring atoms
from a position of order to one of disorder. Then V is a function
of 0. Bragg and Williams made, for the sake of simplicity, the
following assumption:
,
Ф

v(0) = vo0>
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:

(2)

where F 0 is the energy required for theucreation of a pair of ,,\ramg"
atoms in a perfectly ordered alloy. By an elementary consideration
of statistical mechanics we obtain the following condition of
equilibrum*):
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wher k is Boltzmann's constant.
Eliminating V in the simultaneous equations (2) and (3),
we obtain the equilibrum value of 0 corresponding to each value
of T. The method of solution is a graphical one and was given by
Bragg and Williams.**) The values of Bragg-Williams' parameter
0 for different temperatures obtained in this way are given in
table I.
§ 2. Influence of order on the electrical resistivity of Cu3Au alloy.
A. Experimental results.
Fig. 2 shows the effect of uniform long distance order on the
resistivity of a Cu3Au alloy. At room temperature the specific
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Fig. 2.

resistivity of the rapidly cooled disordered alloy, which is free
from large volumes of long distance order, was found to be
*.) Bragg-Williams: toe. cit.; Nix-Shockley: Rev. of Mod. Physics,
Vol. 10, (1938), p. 16.
**) Bragg-Williams: loc. cit.
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6

11,4 . 10— ohm . cm; on th6 other hand an alloy cooled suffi
ciently slowly to posses a uniform scheme of long distance order
6
of high degree, has a specific resistivity of 3,9 . 10~ ohm . cm.
The smooth curve below shows the equilibrium resistance-tempera
ture curve of the alloy with coherent schemes of long distance
order.*) We see that upon the normal linear dependence on
temperature there is superimposed a rapidly increasing rise termi
nated by a discontinnous jump at the temperature 372° C. Thus
the difference of ordinates between the line Q'K',**) which is para-
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Fig. 3.
llel to QK and the equilibrium curve, mentioned above, give the
anomaloiis specific resistance of the alloy due to the order-disorder
transformation. The value of this anomalous specific resistivity of
Cu3Au for different temperatures are given in the table I. (^experiment!)
and in the figure 3.
B. The theory of resistance of alloys.
Following the general quantummacanical theory of electrical
resistance as formulated by N* F. Mott,***) we may express the
resistivity as follows: the electrical conductivity of metal may be
written in the form:
Ne*
a =
T,
m
*) Jones, Sykês; Proc. Roy. Soc. A vol. 166 (1938), p. 379.
**) Print Q' denontes the specific resistance of a perfectly ordered alloy
at zero temperature.
***) Mott; Theory of the properties of Metals and alloys; Oxford 1936,
p. 247.
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where r is the „time of relaxation", equal to half the time between
collisions, N is the effective number of free electrons per unit
volume, and m, e is mass or charge of the electron respectively;
hence for the resistivity we have
__ m 1
Q
~ Ne2 V*
— may her also interpreted as the probability per unit time that
an electron makes a collision, or is scattered. We know further
that according to quantum mechanics, electrons will move through
a perfectly periodic field without being scattered at all; in a) pure
metal or perfectly ordered alloy, the only pertubations from the
perfect periodic potential in which the conduction electrons move,
are due to the thermal vibrations, which give rise to a scattering
probability pt (say), proportional to the temperature. In the solid
solution or disordered alloy there will be a further departure of
the field from periodicity in the places wihich are occupied by
foreign atoms or atoms in wrong positions and hence there will
be a further scattering probability p0 independent of the temperature. It may be shown that these probabilities are independent of
one another;*) we thus have
e =

W& {Vi +

Vo)

'

and hence for the anomalous resistivity of alloy due to the orderdisorder transformation
-%ran«f = j ^ j j Po-

I1)

We know that in pure copper or gold there is one free electron
per atom; we can thus suppose, that in the formula for Zl^fcrailSf. in
the case of alloys Cu-Au, the effective number of electrons per
unit volume is identical with the number of atoms per unit volume.
On the other hand p0 is given by the well known formula:**)
pQ = / P ( # ) (1 — cos #) sin # 2n d#,
(2)
o
where P(&) is the probability per unit time that an electron is
scattered through the solid angle dco\ P(ft) is assumed to be independent of the direction of motion of the electron. Thus we see
that we have to calculate the probability P(&) for any state ot
disorder of alloy; and to do this we must know the pertubation
potential due to the atoms in wrong positions.
*) Mott; loo. cit.; p. 288 and 301.
**) See for exemple Mott, loc. cit., p. 262.
6*
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C. The pertubation potential.
u
In order to determine this pertubation potential we first take
pure gold or copper. Following Wigner and Seitz*) we fill up the
whole space with polyhedra, one surrounding each atom, in the
following way: for the face-centred structure we draw planes
bisecting the lines joining each atom to its nearest neigbours and
we thus obtain a dodecahedron surrounding each atom. We denote
the potential energy of a valence electron in each cell by Vcu(r)
in pure copper and by VAu(r) in pure gold and take them equal
to the potential energy of the free singly chargend ion of Copper
and gold respectively.
We know that the wave function for the lowest electronic
state u(r) or u'(r), in the two pure metals, satisfies the Sehrftdinger
equation:
„ . , 8n2m ,,, T7 „
V
+
~ A ^ ( E — VCu)u = 0,
and

(3)

VVT^(£'-FAu).'-=0
and also fulfiles the following conditions on the boundary of the
polyhedron
SU

15^

dU

A

0

r

fl

'

° ^

=

°'

tA\

(4)

r)

Where --— denotes differentiation normal to the bounding plane.
For any other occupied electronic state with wave number
t in pure copper we shall assume the wave function to have the

form:
Wt = u(r) e*<*'*\
(5)
where u(r) is independent of t. For the energy of the f-state we
obtain for pure copper:

• Ek=fwt*\-~Vi

+ Var)\widr,

(5a)

• which reduces to E% == E0 + A2P/8jr2m. In the case of pure gold we
have similar relations:
Ev - f ¥r*\~

g ~ V 2 + F Au (r)l Vr dr =.E'0 + h2k'2l8n2m, (6)

where we .-Assume, for the wave function w the following form
Wf^u'WeW^.
(6a)
v
*) Phys. Rev. vol. 43, (1933), p. 804. •.
U

. .

The velocity of an electron in both cases is given'by the formula:
2jt
„
ht
» = T - 6grad*x E*
.
l =-= h
27tm
The electrons behave, therefore, as though they aire free.
In the crystal of pure copper or gold as a whole we may write
Wt == e'«'.*> U(x, y, z)
or

(7)
Wr = e*v.» U'(x, y, z),

where U is equal to u(r) within each polyhedron in pure copper,
and U' equal to u'(r) inside each polyhedron in pure gold.
In the case of aUoy Cu3Au we can proceede in a sinular way.
To obtain the wave function of the lowest state, we have to solve
SchrOdinger's equation for each polyhedron with corresponding
potential energy of the free singly charged positive ion of copper or
gold and join these wave functions smoothly at the boundaries
of the ceUs.
Naturally it is difficult to find the exact solution, but we can
show, shat it is easy give a solution for sUghtly different case.
We suppose that within the polyhedron occupied by the copper
atom the potential energy of an electron is given by: Vv*(r) —
— \(E0 — E'0) and inside the cell with gold atom the potential
energy is: VAxi(r) + l(E0 — E'0); the meaning of VQxx, VAn, E0 and
E'0 being the same as before. We see now that the solution of
Schr5dinger's equations with the boundary conditions (4), corresponding to the lowest state in such a alloy, is composed of the
wave functions u(r) or u'(r) respectively, which are identical' with
the wave functions in the case of pure gold or copper.*) In otjffibA
of the alloy as a whole we may assume, that the wave function of
any occupied state with the wave number t has the form
&*<»U(x),

(8)

where U(x) is equal to u(r) within each ceU with copper atom and
equal to u'(r) inside each polyhedron with gold atom. The energy
of the lowest state inside the ceU with copper atonHs now: E$ —
— \(E0 — E'0). The energy of the same state inside the ceU with
gold atom has the same value and may be expressed by th^formttla,:
E'i + $(E0 — E'0). The energy of any other occupied state is given by formula:
*) We suppose that the values of the wave functions u(r) or u'(r), which
satisfy the boundary conditions (4) and ate normalised to unity for the eSll
in the alloy (^
Cu.AiV,
arepractically
practically^jdal
m&a\Wk
on ths
thfcbound&riea
bound&rieaofofpoffhtedra.
tooithtedra.This
8 A^ are
condition as can be easily seen from numerical calculations is fulfilled.
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E0 — %(E0 — E'0)^
E'0 + l(E0-E'0)/

JM^

(9)

2m

*™ '

In our exact problem we must find the solution for the case
when the potential in the cells is equal to VCu or VAu respectively.
We therefore have to apply the ordinary pertubation method and
determine the exact energy and wave function of the lowest state.
The pertubing energy (AV) in a alloy is —l\(E 0 — E'0)\ within
the cells with gold atoms and + J | E0 — E'0 | within the cells
with copper atoms. It is well known that the first-order energy
correction is equal to the mean value of the pertubing energy
operator averaged over the unpertubed, or zero-order, wave
funqtion. If we normalize the wave functions u(r) or u'(r) so that
tbe integrals: fu*u dr or fu'*u dr over each cells is equal to unity,
than we see that the first order energy correction 6E of the lowest
state is zero in the alloy Cu3Au for any state of disorder:
>F_fU*AVUdr'
^ N j . l ^ - E ^ - N j ^
\E0-E'0\^_
fU*U dr'
fU*U dr
where N denotes the number of atoms in the alloy and /dT v is
taken over the space occupied by the alloy.
We may now suppose that we have solved with sufficent
accuracy this pertubation problem in the case of the perfect ordered
alloy and we thus know the exact wave functions of any occupied
State. But for our purposes it is sufficient to take the wave functions
in the approximate form (8). Let us now calculate the change of
energy of the electron in the ground state when two neighbouring
atoms interchange their places. The change of this energy in the
cell which was former occupied by the copper atom is now:
fu*(r)(—i\E0 — E'0\ —
l\E0~E'0\)u(r)dr*^
» ' = __ \E0 — E\\ . fu*(r) u(r) dT = — \E0 — E'0\,
where fdr denotes the integration over the polyhedron corresponding to the copper atom. We obtain the energy with the same
absolute value but opposite sign for the cell occupied formerly by
aJ gold atom. We see thus that by interchanging two atoms in the
right positions, we are introducing at each polyhedron the pertubating potential + \E0 —- E'0\ or—\E 0 — E'0\ respectively, which
gives rise to a scattering of the conducting electrons. Accordingly
to our simplified assumptions (8) and (9), we suppose, that these
conducting electrons behave as though they were free^ndrthus
tixe calculation of the probability P(#) is reduced to the problem
of jthe scattering pi free electrons jby the constant field ± \EQ— Wo\
within eaeh polyhedron occupied by an atom in wrong position.

m

D. The scattering probability in the case of nearly ordered
alloy.
When the alloy is nearly perfectly ordered the scattering
centres have very simple form. The interchange of the positions of
two neighbour-atoms gives rise to a perturbing potential which
is constant in both corresponding polyhedra and its value is
-f- \E0 — E'0\ or — |JS70 — E'0\ respectively. We can thus say,
that in the case of nearly perfectly ordered alloy the scattering
centres are formed by scattering dipoles, which are formed by two
kind of constant pertubing potential, filling up two adjacent cells.
These dipoles are distributed at raridon in the alloy.
Before we start with the calculation of the scattering probability we express it in terms of the area J(§) dco which an electron
must hit in order to be scattered into solid angle dco. If we denote by -/D(#) this probability calculated for a single scattering dipole, then clearly
P(tf) == xNavJD(&),
(10)
where x is a fraction giving the proportion of the scattering dipoles
present, Na number of atoms per unit volume and v is the velocity
of the electron.
Now it is easy to calculate the scattering probability J D ( ^ ) .
First it will be cpnvenient to replace our polyhedra by the sphere
with the same volume, since the polyhedra approximate closely to
spheres. Our scattering dipoles thus consists of two identical
spheres, with radius a, in contact and inside one of these spheres
the scattering potential is -f- \E0 — E'0\, within the other one
is —\E 0 — E'0\. For the incident, unpertubed wave of a conducting electron we may take With good approximation the plane
wave: e*(f>r>, as we are only interested in the electrons on the
Fermi' surface.
.- r '
In order to obtain the scattering probability J D ( # ) , we have to
find the wave function which consists of an incident wave and
scattered wave, so that, at large distances from the scattering
dipole, which is assumed to be at the origin,
pikr

Wt~f*>» + — f{#).

(11)

2

We then have JD(&) = |/(#)| .
If, moreover, |JS70 — E'0\ « | m v 2 (v is the velocity of the
conducting electron, i. e. on the Fermi' surface), as is the case in
the applications considered, the problem may be solved by Born's
approximation, and we have*)
JD(&) .= I *™ fewt

»AVdr P,

(12)

*) Mott: loc. cit.; p. 87 and 88, eq. (3) and (5).
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where f and V (\t\ = |f'|) means are respectively the wave
vector of a colliding electron before and after the collision, AV is
tite |>erbating potential of the scattering dipole and the integration
is over tlje space of the dipole.
We split now the pertubation potential in two parts: AV =
= £Vt + AV2; AVX is equal to + \E0 — E'0\ inside the sphere
With the center at the origin and the radius a and equal to zero
outside this sphere, whereas AV2 is different from zero only in
the second sphere of equal volume, whose centre is at distance of
—• ~ >

I (\l\ == 2a) from the origin and AV2 is equal there to — \E0 — E'0\.
Accordingly, We can split our integral in (12) in two parts: a) A
fibbBt integral over the first sphere has the form

\E0-E'0\fe^r,x))dT]
we introduce the polar coordinates r, 0, y, with the polar axis
along with t — t', and after carrying out tha intergration we
obtain
4 ^ * | E0 — E'0 | f(2ka sin £#),
where
(13)
f(x) == x~3 (sin x — x cos x).
b) In the second integral we carry out the translation of the
origin of the coordinate system into the centre of the second
sphere x = x' + I. This integral has then a form:
— |E0 — E'0\ &*-*$ f&t-r, *') dt -=
= — \E0 — E'0\ tea* f(2ka sin | # ) . e«Mf^>.
Prom our preceeding analysis we then obtain for the scattering probability Jp(4) the following expression:
I Hrr2rn

J ^p.

-*

,2

\JB* - E\\ a» f(2ka sin |#) (1 - e««-r. 0)

I

As the orientation of the dipotes are random in the alloy we can
—>
take for jl —y(!~~r'*>|2 in the last formula its avarage value over
all possible orientations. If we introduce the polar coordinates
with polar axis in the (t — f )-direction, we have:
f f 2[1 — cos (4-ka sin | # cos x)] sin # da; do:
li_ e ад-r,i)|i = -.L.
2sr n
f f sin x áx dtp

"0

sin (éka sin %ů)\
áka sin | #

We can thus write JD(&) itt the form:
Jr /nv
W

»

f8rc 2 m , „

„,,

J2,a/rtJ

.

, A, / «

-MB (**-* s i n -WM\

- {"ST" ^ - ^ «'} W 2 *"" 1 **>\- - 2
rt

4Lsin^

j

(14)
E. Scattering probability in the case of perfectly disordered
alloy.
-In the case of a perfectly disordered alloy we can proceede
itt a similar manner.
In the perfectly ordered alloy each gold atom is surrounded
by 12 copper atoms and among the 12 nearest neighbours of eafch
copper atom there are 4 gold atoms and 8 copper atoms. When the
alloy is perfectly disordered, we may say, that in the average each
„wrong" atom of copper is surrounded by 3 gold atoms in wrong
positions and similary each ,,wrong" gold atom has as its nearest
neighbours 3 copper and 2 gold atoms in wrong positions.
If we denote now by J<t>=o($) do> the area per unit vbltune
which an electron must hit in order to be scattered into solid
angle dox, than for P($) we have similar expression as before;
that is
P(&) =

v

J0S=O(&) doj.

In order to calculate the probability J<p=o(#) in this case, we may
use the Bortt's formula (12) again. We split the pertttbatiott potential AV into parts; each otte is equal to -f- \E0 — E\\ or
— \E0 — Ef0\ in the Sphere corresponding to the atom in the
wrong position. The integral in the expression (12) is then giVett
by the following sum:
jV<f-r,r> JV dt = 2/V <H ''*> AVi §Th
7
where fdTi is taken over the sphere with the witting atom in the
—*
position given by the latice vector I and AVi is the corresponding
pertubation potential.
To carry out the intergrations we transform the origin of the
coordinates ittto the centre of each spehre attd we thus obtain:
2/«**-r.*> AVi dxi = ^f<?<*-*'?+*') AVi dr'f =
—

>

—

i

*

•

•

i

7

/

„.

•

where the integration fdx'i is over each sphere in the new coordinate

m

For the square of this integral we than have
1/gK.MC.t) AV dr| 2 = (B0 — E't? l/e^tr 1 '^') dr'.l 2 22±

e'f'-W),

where the double summation extends over all the latice points corresppnding to the atoms in the wrong positions and the sign + or —
before the exponential term is to be taken according as the distance
—•

—-•

I — V between two atoms corresponds to like or to unlike atoms
respectively. We thus see that the integral in (15) has the same
fprm as in the preceding paragraph and its value is then given by
the formula (13).
In order to carry out the duble summation in (15) it will be
sufficient to take into account only two sets of terms:
—>

—•

a) The terms which correspond to I — V = 0 and the number
of which is equal to the total number of atoms in the wrong positions* i. e. to 2 , J . | Na, where Na is the number of atoms per
unit volume.
b) The terms which correspond to two adjacent atoms. When
in this case we draw lines connecting each wrong atom with its
nearest neighbours in wrong positions; we see that these lines are
oriented at random in the alloy as a whole. According to what we
said at the begining of this paragraph, we can see at once, that
from each copper atom in the wrong position there diverge on
the average 3 lines to its three nearest gold atoms also in the wrong
position; similarly from each wrong atom of gold 3 lines diverge
to the three nearest copper atoms and 2 lines to the two nearest
gold atoms also in the wrong position. Thus the total number of
such dublets is equal to:
Na FAFB . (3 + 3) = Na f. J . 6 in the case of two odjacent
unlike atoms and to Na FAFB • 2 — Na f. J . 2 in the case of two
like atoms.
No^ we can easely carry out the summation in (15) for the
terms corresponding to | 7 — V | = 2«- This sum is equal to
NaFAF* (2— 6) <?Q-rtt
where eft—?**—?) means the average value taken over all possible
orientations of (I — V) in the space, i. e. it is thus equal to*)
*) Thè þblãr coordiгiàt aré iritroduc d in th sam waÿ as b for ; * &
with polar axis in (î — ť)-dм ction.
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2JZ

-i

,

'

'

/ / ei(f""!**-*')sin a; d# da?
. . A7 . , n •
r
o o
_ sin (4Jca
sin |fl)
2*7
~~ 4,tasin|# -"
J J sin a; da; d<p
oo
/
It is not necessary to take into account the set of the terms
in the double series (15) corresponding to the interaction of the
next nearest neighbours, as these terms lead in the final formula
for electrical resistivity, to integrals, whose values are practically
zero.
If now we put expressions obtained above into the integral
(15) we have:
l/giff-r.-) AVàx\ 2 = (E0—E'0f | jV(*-ž'.*') dr'| 2 Na H
sin (áJca sin -y#) ~|
4Jca sin \ft
\
For the square of the integral in the last equation we take the
expression (13) and can thus write:
l/eW-r,*) Ay
= (E.-E'.f

d r |2

=

(4* «#)- /-(8to sin tf) Na J | |^2 - 4

^ ^ f

)

] .

It is now possible to calculate probabUity J0= o (#) by means
of Born's formula (12):
JФ=0(Ů) = P ^ -

[

(E0—E'0)Ҷ\2JcazmЏ)Na\U
(iб)

sin (4te sin | # ) 1

4 £ the
a s i ndisordered
|#
ľ
F. Scattering probabUity in
aUoy.
*If we compare the formulae (14) and (16) for scattering pro
babUity in the two limiting cases, we can immediately sec, that
the average scattering probability per atom in the nearly perfectly
ordered aUoy is:
~
•
/
2

z

(87t ma iE
/T,

n,A*lt>/CM S m• i a , / -l

{-IT- ° ~ *•>} fH2ka

'**> [

sin (±Jca sin hft) \

4to-fa|») )

and in the perfectly disordered aUoy is (number of atoms in the
wrong positions = 2 Na FAFB = 2 Na J f)
.(•"ST- ^ o - ^ o ) f / 2 ( 2 t e s m ^ ) ^ l - 2

4 k a s i n &

J.
01

During the order-disorder transformations one of these expressions, changes continuously into the other one. We will not
investigate this change in details; for our purposes it will be sufficient to suppose, that this transition is proportional to the change
of Bragg's order parameter 0, defined by eq. (1) in the first chapter.
We thus assume, that the average scattering probability J<p(#)
p<er atofn corresponding to the Bragg's order 0 is equal to

•M*> = p i ^

v^o - E'0)Yf*(2ka sin

tf)

(l-(2-0).

sin (4ka sin | # ) \
" 4&0sin|#

—-,.

(17)

Any more detailed calculation does not practically change
the electrical resistivity: the integrals, which contain
v

7-—:—, );
4Jca sin \§

as a factor in the integrand, have very small values.
§ 3. Final expression for resistivity and comparison with the
experimental results.
After these calculations it is possible to write the* final expression for the anomalous resistivity gtransf. of alloy CugAu in the
different states of disorder. If we denote by y the number of atoms
in the wrong positions (i. e. y — 2 Na F^FB(\ — 0)), then according
the formula (10), P(§) is clearly equal to: P(#) = y v J0(ft) =
= 2 NaFAFB(l — 0) vJ#(§). If we assume Na = N (one electron
per atom) we may write the expression for anomalous resistivity
(1) in the form:* ^
m v

A

--%ransf. =

- ^ - y .

D
&,

where

(18)
B == fj*(&) 2n (1 — cos ft) sin # d&.
0

if we put for «/*(#) the expression from (18) we can thus write the
formttm iot specific resistivity in the final form.
.•••>•-<
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^

iw

>
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.*** •
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.

/

= -jr 2 (i. f) (1 — #) J—jj— (So — E'o)[ .

./jf«(Jfa8ini*)/l — (2 — 0)^^^^l\2n(l

— coB&)Bin»d».
(19)
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To compare this theoretical formula with experiment we are
accepting the following data:
1. It is well known that the lattice constant) of the alloy
Cu3Au is 3,7 . 10~ 8 cm and hence for the radius of atomic sphere
we obtain: a = 1,46 . 10~ 8 cm.
2. From the paper of N. F. Mott (The electrical resistance of
dilute solid solutions; Proc. of Camb. Phil. S o c , Vol. 32, p. 287,
1936) we choose for the value |J£0 — #' 0 | = 2,1 e V •== 3,34 .
. 10~ 12 erg as corresponding to a = 1,46 . 10~ 8 cm.
3. The maximum kinetic energy of the conducting electrons
may be taken from the meassurements on the soft X-ray spectra
of pure copper carried out by Skinner*) and has the following
value: Em= 8,5 eV; the corresponding value of the wave vector
k is then: 1,5 . 108 c m - 1 and the product 2Jca is equal = 4,5. The
velocity v can, of course, be calculated from Em by the formula:
Em == | mv\
4. The integrals in the expression (19) were calculated numerically and the following values and obtained
ff2(2ka sin Щ (1 — cos #) sin ů d& = 0,014,
2

ff (2ka sin

o

м

sin (4te sin Ą&)
(1 — cos ů) sin ů d& = — 0,0006.
4Jea sin \ft

The values of the integrals which are contained in the integrand
factors corresponding to the interaction of nex-nearest neighbours
are so small, that we can neglect them.
If we put these constants into (19),- we obtain for the ano
malous specific resistivity -dgtransf. the values, which are tabulated
in the colum Agtmnsi.-theory in the table I and shown in the fig. 3.
Table I.
T°C

Ф

^ -?fcrąnsf.-expeгim.

372°
372°
342°
313°
240°
166°
93°
20°
0°

0
0,46
0,64
0,69
0,83
0,91
0,96
0,98
1

Q . cm
в
7,1 . 1 0 "
4,5
2,8
2,0
1,0
0,6
0,33
0,19
0

-?transf .-theoгy.
Q . cm
7,6 . 10-«
- 4,1
2,7
2,3
1,3
0,68
0,30
0,15 ч
x
0

*) Nature, vol. 140 (1937), p. 508.
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§ 4. Conclusion.
When we compare the theoretical rešults with those obtained
by experiment, we see that the agreement between the theory
and the experiment is close. At the samé time it is evident, that
anomalous change of resistivity during the order-disorder transformation is governed by the long-distance order. The influence
of short-distance order may be expected only in the statě of perfect disorder. It will manifests itself in as a slight change in the
numerical factor

accompanying the term with ——-^—-—t ?" .
yrc/Ca Sin "ot/f

But this change with regard to the very small value of the corresponding integrál is without any practical effect on the finál value
of electrical resistance.
Similar calculations were carried out for the alloy CuAu and
also in close agreement with experiment.
In conclusion I wish to thank Prof. N. F. Mott (Wills Laboratory, University of Bristol) and Prof. V. Trkal (Charles' University
in Prague) for helpful interest in this work. At the samé time, the
writer wishes to express his thanks to Mr. K. Huang for his valuable
criticism and advice.
*
Theorie vlivu uspořádání atomů na elektrický odpor slitiny.
(Obsah p ř e d c h o z í h o článku.)
* Uspořádání atomů v jistých slitinách (na př. Cu3Au, CuAu) je
závislé na teplotě. Při nižších teplotách jsou atomy obou složek pra
videlně uspořádány v prostorové mříži (vzniká t. zv. nadstruktura),
kdežto při zvyšování teploty počnou si vyměňovati navzájem místa
a stav dokonalé uspořádanosti se porušuje. Tato transformace sli
tiny z uspořádaného do neuspořádaného stavu je provázena změnou
jistých fysikálních vlastností. Na př. specifické teplo nebo elektrický
odpor se mění charakteristickým způsobem.
Autor ukazuje, jak je možno počítat změnu elektrického od
poru během transformace na základě kvantověmechanické theorie
elektrické vodivosti. V uspořádané slitině je potenciál vodivostních
elektronů dokonale periodický v souhlase s periodickým uspořádá*
ním atomů v krystalové mříži. Během transformace se pravidelné
uspořádání atomů ruší, vznikají odchylky od dokonalé periodicity
potenciálu, které způsobí rozptyl vodivostních elektronů a tím
i jistý nadbytečný odpor.
Předpokládáme-li, že zmíněný poruchový potenciál je charakterisován podobným způsobem jako v Mottově theorii elektrické
vodivosti zředěných tuhých roztoků, tu zmíněný rozptyl elektronů
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je možno počítat na základě Bornovy rozptylové formule. J e
možno tedy předpovědět, jak elektrický odpor slitiny závisí na
stupni uspořádání atomů.
Bragg a Williams však ukázali, že je možné určit stupeň uspo
řádanosti slitiny při jisté teplotě z jednoduché statistické theorie.
Definujeme-li stupeň uspořádanosti podobným způsobem jako
Bragg a Williams, můžeme potom vypočítat ke každé teplotě od
povídající elektrický odpor slitiny. V případě slitiny typu Cu3Au
byly numerické výsledky, plynoucí z theorie, porovnány s experi
mentem a byla zjištěna uspokojující shoda.
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